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A duality correspondence is set up between polynomials satisfying a recurrence 
relation and the generalized eigenvectors of a Jacobi operator in a rigged Hilbert 
space. In the case of a symmetric recurrence a ready consequence of that correspon- 
dence is an alternative proof of Favard’s Theorem and the Representation 
Theorem. 6 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The present article is concerned with a certain aspect of the operator 
theoretical approach to orthogonal polynomials. The starting point is a 
sequence of polynomials P,, n > 0, in one complex variable z, satisfying the 
fundamental recurrence 
zPn(z) =.Lpn- 1(z) + &P,(Z) +k,Pn+ 1(z) (1) 
with P _ r 5 0, P, = 1 and complex coeficients f,, g,, h, . The analysis of ( 1) 
is based on the idea to interpret (1) as determining a Jacobi operator A in 
a separable Hilbert space H (cf. [ 1, 4, Sect. I]). For a fixed orthonormal 
basis (@,), a 0 one defines 
A@, :=.L@n-I +gn@n+h@n+,, n > 0, (2) 
where @_ r :=O. By linearity A extends to Q,, the set of all finite linear 
combiation of the @,, which is dense in H and invariant under A, i.e., 
AQ,c 52,. For our purpose, however, we need to define A on a larger 
invariant subspace Q of H which can be supplied with an additional 
topology being liner than the induced one, so to form a rigged Hilbert 
space 52 c H c Sz’ for A (cf. [2, I, Sect. 41). With respect o that topology Q 
will be a complete, countable normed, nuclear space. Q’ denotes the dual 
space of D consisting of all linear functionals on Q which are continuous 
with respect o the nuclear topology. 
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2. JACOBI OPERATOR ON A STUFEN SPACE 
The construction of a stufen space (cf. [3]), turns out to be appropriate 
for A. 
DEFINITION. Let (s,,), m, no N u {0}, be an infinite real matrix such 
that 0 -c smn 6 S, + ,.,, for all m, n, and such that for any m there exists an 
k > m with C n>,, s,,/.s~,, < CG. Then the stufen space S associated with (s,,,) 
consists of all complex sequences c= (c,) such that p,(c) := 
c n >,, s,, Ic,,I < co for all m, and it is equipped with the topology induced 
by the sequence (p,), a 0 of norms. 
For the stufen space S an equivalent sequence of norms ( j7m)mso is 
associated with the scalar products (b 1 c), := x, s 0 sZ,,b,*c,. Indeed, 
obviously p, < pm, and, Conversely, p,(c) = Cnao (s,,/skn) Sk,, (c,( < 
(Ena o (Sm,hkn)2)“2 dk(c) < const. @k(C)? const. := En a o s,,dkn < a9 for 
some k > m. Moreover, the norms j?, are compatible. Since $, < jk if m < k 
it suffices to check that any sequence (c”‘), being fundamental with respect 
to Pk, is a null sequence with respect to Pk if it is a null sequence with 
respect o pm. By assumption there is a c in the Hilbert space I’( jjk), which 
is the completion of S with respect o dk, such that dk( c(‘) - c) tends to zero 
as I tends to infinity. Then Pm(c) < j?,,,(c”)) +dm(8’) - c) -+ 0 for I * CQ, 
implying c =O. Next we note that S is complete since, obviously, 
S = nz= r 12(dm). It remains to see that S is nuclear. For m given, choose 
k > m with x,1a0 1, < m, i, := S,,,/Skn. One has to proof nuclearity of the 
identical embedding I’( fik)4 12( j?“). Indeed, c = x,, a 0 (c ( (pCn’)k (p”‘)+-+ c = 
EnsO (~lll/‘“))~ ~(n)=Cn~O~n(~/cp(n))k~(n’, where qD(“) := (6n,/~~kn)l and 
lp := (6,J.Y ) mn , is an orthonormal basis of I’( pk) and I*( p,), respectively, 
The above considerations how that S is even a countable Hilbert space, 
since the norms j7, derive from scalar products. This is a general property 
of complete countable normed nuclear spaces [2, I, Sect. 3.21. 
The dual space S’ of S is described as the set of all complex sequences 
(d,) such that I&( <ms,,, n > 0, for some m depending on (d,). This 
follows immediately from s’ = [n:= j I’( pm)]‘= U,“=, l"(p,) and the 
monotony pm < pm + 1. 
For the Jacobi operator A the matrix (s,,) has to be correlated to the 
coefficients f,, , g, and h,. We choose 
m+n m 
S fnn := (l+m+n) n t, 1 with t, := (1 + lf,l)(l + Igkl)(l + lhki). (3) lC=O 
It is easy to see that (3) satisfies the conditions to define a stufen space. 
Moreover, it is s,, >, son = 1, so that S c 12. Let 52 be the image in H of the 
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stufen space S associated with (3) under the isomorphism I’-+ H, 
c H C, a 0 c, CD,. For being definite in the sequel, we shall refer to the rigged 
Hilbert space Sz c Hc Q’ defined by that particular Q. Of course, the 
choice (3) is not unique and other specifications of (s,,) would do the job, 
too. 
1. THEOREM. Let be A~:=Cn~o(~n+,fn+l+c,,gn+cn-,h,_l)~j,, 
c- , :=O, for all @=CnaO c,@,, E Q. Then A is an operator in H with 
dom A = $2 which extends (2). Moreover, A leaves Q invariant and, as an 
operator in Q, it is continuous with respect to the nuclear topology on Q. If 
h, #O for all n > 0, then A is Q-cyclic, i.e., the linear subspace of .Q 
generated by {QO, A@,, A’@,,...} is dense in 52 with respect to the nuclear 
topology, and FZ is a generalized eigenvector for A corresponding to the 
eigenvalue z E @, i.e., F, E S2’ and FZ(A@) = zF,(@) for all @ E Q, if and only 
if there is an a= E @ and an m 2 0 such that for all n 2 0 
(a) F;(@,) = a,P,(z) and 
(b) IF,(@,)I d ms,, 
hold. 
Proof: (d,(A@))2 d En20 Ic,+1121fn+l~,,12 + CnaO Ic,121w,,12 + 
Cnao ICn121h n~m,n+ J2. It is easily checked that 
IfntlSmnl ~Sm+I,n+l, lgnhnnl GJS,+,,n and Ih nS,,rl + I I f 3, + 2,n ’ 
Since, moreover, pm + 1 d d, + 2, one gets d,( A@) < 3p,,, + 2( @) for all @ E 52, 
m > 0. Equation (2) holds obviously. This proves the first part of the asser- 
tion and we assume now h, #O for all n 20. Then (2) can be solved for 
@ n+l’ It follows by induction that the subspace generated by 
{QO, A@,, A2@, ,.., } contains Q,, which is dense in 52. So A is Q-cyclic. 
Therefore the generalized eigenvectors for A are uniquely determined up to 
a constant factor. Because of (2) they satisfy zFJ@,)= F=(A@,)= 
f,FA@, - 1) + g, F,(@,J + h, FJ@,, + 1 ) so that (a) holds. Furthermore, as we 
know, (b) is equivalent to the continuity of F,. So (a) and (b) are 
necessary conditions. Sufficiency is just as easy to verify. 1 
3. THE SYMMETRIC CASE 
For a further analysis of A it is important that there are sufficiently many 
non-zero generalized eigenvectors F,, i.e., that fi,, c Ker FZ = (0). This is 
well known to hold true for essentially selfadjoint (e.s.a.) operators in 
rigged Hilbert space [2, I, Sect. 4.51. 
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2. THEOREM. A is symmetric if and only if the recurrence (1) is sym- 
metric, i.e., g, E Ii8 and h, = f z+, for all n >, 0. In this case and if h, # 0 for 
all n B 0, one gets 
(a) A e.s.a.=C,., IP,(z)l’= cc for afl ZEC\R. 
(b) CnaO IP,(z)l’= co for one ZE C\R * A e.s.a. 
(c) A not e.s.a. + the deficiency indices of A are (1, 1) and 
[(A-z)Q]‘=CY, where YZ :=x,,aO (P,(z))*@, for afl ZEC\R. 
Proof If A is symmetric, then (Q, 1 AQP,) = (A@, 1 Q5,) from which 
g, E [w and h, = f,*+ i follows. Conversely, from that and from 
lim, + m Im[c,*c,+if,+,]=O for @=(CnaOc,@,)~Q it follows that 
(@I A@) E R implying that A is symmetric. For the proof of (a),..., (c) 
assume (Y((A-z)@,)=O for all n>,O and for some 
y= (C”>O anQn) E H\(O), z E @. Then (a,*) satisfies the recurrence (1) so 
that Y is equal to YZ up to a nonzero factor. Moreover, it follows that 
Y I (A - z)Q, since, with respect to the nuclear topology on Q, Sz, is 
dense in Q, and A and (Y 1.) are continuous on Q. Finally, note that 
lP,(z*)l = IP,(z)l, see below. Then the remainder of the proof consists in 
an application of elementary spectral theory. 1 
By the above proof it is clear that 1, a 0 lP,(z)l* < co o A* Y, = z* YZ, in 
which case z E @ is a spectral point of A. 
In [l, 4, Sect. l] the analogous statements (a),..., (c) are proven for the 
restriction of A to Sz,. 
If P, satisfy a recurrence with h, # 0, f, + 1 # 0, and g, and h,/f z+ i real 
for n > 0, then P,(z) := (n;:A Ih,f,,+, ( “*/fv+ i) P,(z) satisfy a symmetric 
recurrence, so that P, is just as easy to deal with. Moreover, it is 
h”, =Tn + i > 0. This implies that Pn is real and that, therefore, 
IP,(z)l= Ipn(z*)l. 
A symmetric Jacobi operator always admits s.a. extensions B, since its 
deficiency indices are (0,O) or (1, 1). In the latter case those are given by 
the closures of A,,,[@ + a( YZ + wYu,,)] = A@ + a(z*YZ + ozYZ.), @E 52, 
aE C, where o runs through all complex numbers of modulus one and 
where z E C\R is arbitrary but fixed. 
3. THEOREM. Let A be a symmetric with h, #O, n 2 0, and let B a s.a. 
extension of A. Then there are F, E: Q’, x E R, and a finite Bore1 measure v on 
R such that (p@)(x) := FJ@), @E Q, extends to a Hilbert space 
isomorphism p: H -+ Ls and that 
(a) (BW’cp)(x) = xdx), v E dam BW’. 
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This implies that for all x in the complement of a fixed v-null set 
(b) FAA@) = xf’,J@), 0 E Q, f’x(@,) = f’x(@o) P,(x), n 3 0, 
Fx(@o) f 0, P,(x)1 G mh, n 2 0, for some m depending on x. 
ProoJ: According to the spectral theorem for s.a. cyclic operators there 
is a finite Bore1 measure v on [w and a Hilbert space isomorphism 
p:H+L:=:i? such that B:=bBB-’ satisfies (&)(x) = xv(x) for 
cp E dom B and v-almost all x. According to the central theorem on rigged 
Hilbert space [2, I, Sect. 4.3, Theorem 11 there exists to any x E [w an 
FX E a’, fi := /352, such that for any cp ~0 the equation FJcp) = cp(x) holds 
v-a.e. depending on cp. Let be F, := FX 0 /3 E 8’. Then for any @ E 52 one gets 
Fx(@) =&WY = (P@)( ) - x v a.e. depending on @, so that (a) is proven. 
Now assume the first part of the theorem including (a) to be valid. Then 
F,(A@) = (PA@)(x) = (&I@)(x) =x(/M)(x) = xF.J@) v-a.e. depending on 
@. We want to get rid of the dependence on @. Let A be a countable set in 
Q being dense with respect to the nuclear topology. Then there is a Bore1 
set Mc IR with v([W\M) = 0 such that F,(A !P) = xF,( !P) for all !PE A, 
XEM. Since A and F, are continuous, the above equation extends to Q. 
According to 1 (a) it is FX( @,) = a, P,,(x). In particular, F,( Cp,,) = a, since 
P,=l. Now, let be N:=(/3@o)~i(0)={~~lR:F,(@o)=O) and 1, its 
indicator function. Then (l,,, 1 p@,) = jN F,(@,,) P,(x) dv(x) = 0 for all 
n > 0. Since (p@,) is a basis it follows that N is a v-null set. The remainder 
of the assertion follows from l(b). 1 
4. COROLLARY. ( PJnaO is an orthonormal basis of Li, where p is the 
normalized measure pv, p(x) := IFX(QO)l’. 
This is Favard’s Theorem and the Representation Theorem [4, Chap. II, 
Theorem 6.41. Note that (P,) is even complete. 
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